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URC UPB Driver 2.0 

These are instructions for the 2.0 version of the URC UPB Driver. It assumes that you are familiar with the 
basic operation of URC systems, the URC Accelerator 2.0 program, and the UPB configuration program 
UPStart. 

It is intended to supplement the driver install instructions provided by the driver writer (Chowmain Inc). 

This driver operates only with the PulseWorx Gateway and not the PIM-R, PIM-U, or PIM-IP. You should know 
the connection information used by the Gateway before beginning with the URC system. This is the same 
information needed by UPStart and is: 

• Network IP Address

• Username and password if you have configured your Gateway for access control

The UPStart power line interface selection dialog shows these settings: 

You also must have installed and configured all your UPB devices before working with the URC system. The 
URC system cannot add UPB devices or modify their configuration. If you are unfamiliar with the operation 
of UPStart, the PCS Support website has a several application notes on this topic plus a complete UPStart 
User Guide. 

Also, your must export your design to the Gateway so that all the information that UPStart creates is 
available in the Gateway for the URC driver to use. If you don’t export, or your export information is out of 
date, the driver will not operate correctly. Each time you make a substantive change to your design – add or 
remove a device or scene, configure scene transmission or response by a device – you must export again. 
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You should also take note of your UPB network id of the installation. This can be found by starting UPStart, 
opening the design file for the installation, and selecting “Properties” from the “network” ribbon category. The 
network password is not needed. The network id is shows in the example image below, marked with a red 
arrow. 

Download unzip, add driver to your URC design, and configure 
The URC driver and installation documentation are downloadable from the PCS web site. In the zip file are the 
driver (a file with type tcm2) and a PDF file with install instructions. 

The driver is “auto configuring”. As such truly little information is needed to be setup in Accelerator to have 
pages that show all your light devices and scenes. You however can override what appears in the page 
structure viewed in a URC display. 

These are the configuration instructions for Accelerator. 

First, if you are using the 1.0 URC driver it must be removed and the new driver added. 

Remove the old driver 
1. In Accelerator select the My Database Tab
2. Click Manage Database and that opens Windows Explorer in the right location
3. Find the PulseWorx.cd2 file and delete it
4. In Accelerator click back to the Program Tab
5. Remove any existing modules from the project
6. Save you project

Import the New Driver 
1. In Accelerator click File
2. Select Import TCM Files from the menu and find the new tcm files – core and interface
3. Restart Accelerator
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The next steps are also done in Accelerator using the System Designer steps. 

Step 4 - Add Other Devices 
1. In the Select Database option choose My, then module type of IP Database, then category of Lighting,

then brand of PULSEWORX
2. Make sure that in the project tree you have chosen the room that has the base station – it will show in

the select room box at the top of this step’s section – then double click GATEWAY [Core] to add the
core module to that room.

3. For each other room that you want to expose UPB lighting, choose that room in the project tree and
then double click LIGHTS [Interface] to add that module to the room. Click OK when asked

4. Repeat the above for the other rooms

Step 6 - Network Setup 
1. Click the Non URC Device button and enter the gateway's IP address in the IP Address field. The port is

2101. You can Ping the Gateway to ensure you go the IP address correct.

Step 10 - Edit User Interfaces 
1 Click the Accelerate button. OK any popups. 

Step 12 - Macro Editing 
1 Click the Accelerate button. OK any popups. 

Step 11 - 3rd Party 2-Way Settings 
This step may vary depending on your UPB design. This step provides the information the core module needs 
to access the Gateway and defines the match between the rooms that UPB understands and the rooms you 
created in your URC project. 

The first step is to configure the core module. They necessary parameters are entered as name=value as 
described in the driver documentation. Select the room that has the core module and then configure the 
connection settings. The key ones are the username and password for access to the Gateway and the UPB 
network id. This is found in UPStart – press the Properties button in the Network ribbon category. 

I this example, the “Rack” room contains the core module. 
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The next steps are to configure each room in your URC design that contains UPB Lighting. 

For example, here is a UPB design as viewed in UPStart and the URC project tree: 
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What we want to do is to make this “match” between UPB and URC 

URC Room Name UPB Room Name 

Kitchen Kitchen 
Theater Theater 
Outside Outdoor 
Library Library 
Marina <There isn’t one> 

As you can see it isn’t necessary that the URC room names match the UPB room names. In fact there could be 
rooms in the UPB design that you don’t want to appear as rooms in what the URC user sees, and rooms in the 
URC system that have devices from different UPB Rooms. 

For each room, select it and then enter the corresponding UPB room name. For example, 
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In the absence of any other parameters for the room, all devices with the named UPB room appear in the URC 
room. Also, any scenes that act upon a devices in the room will appear as well.  Sometimes this may not be 
what you want. You may want to: 

• Include devices and scenes in the URC room that are not part of the UPB room.

• Exclude devices or scenes in the URC room that would normally be included

• Build a complete URC room that has no correspondence to a UPB room.

To do these operations, in addition to the ROOM parameter there are other parameters you can add. These 
are: 

DIMMER=<UPB room name>-<UPB device name> 
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This adds a dimmable device to this URC room. The UPB room and device name must be as specified in 
UPStart. 

SWITCH=<UPB room name>-<UPB device name> 

This adds a non-dimmable device to this URC room. The UPB room and device names must be as specified in 
UPStart. 

SCENE = <UPB scene name> 
This adds a control for the named scene to the room. 

NODEVICE=<UPB room name>-<UPB device name> 

This eliminates a UPB device that is in the UPB room from appearing in the URC room 

NOSCENE=<UPB scene name> 

This eliminates a UPB scene from appearing in the URC Room 

Very important note! 
The devices and scene names that appear in the URC rooms come directly from what you used in UPStart. If 
you want a different scene name or device names to appear you must go back to your UPB design and make 
the name change there and then re-export the design to the Gateway. 

More with URC 
Of course, as a URC installer you are familiar with crafting User Interfaces. The driver documentation discusses 
the commands that you can use when building macros. That is more URC and less UPB, so is beyond the scope 
of this document. 

It is best practice not to use direct commands to control devices if possible. If you do, then any linked keypad 
indicators that show the state of that device may not be correct. Also, end-users are accustomed to the 
actions of a device when locally controlled. For example, a wall switch controls its load but could also be 
configured to control other devices in the room by transmission of a scene command. Users will expect the 
same action when the device is controlled by a URC UI button as when they tap the paddle on the physical 
switch.  

Because of this, it is best to always use a scene command to control devices. If you need to control only a 
single device, it is better to create a scene for that. While not 100% necessary if the device has no links or 
indicators, it is a good practice as a subsequent modification to the network could add those dependencies. 
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Multi-User Gateway 

The PulseWorx Gateway supports multiple connections. This means that both the URC system and the 
Gateway mobile applications – available for Windows, iOS, and Android - can connect and operate 
simultaneously with the URC system. The only exception to this is when UPStart connects to the Gateway. 
When that happens, all other connections are dropped as it requires exclusive access. 

The URC driver is designed so that if it loses connection, it attempts to connect to the Gateway every 15 
seconds until it regains the connection. 

This allows a UPB installer to use the Gateway with UPStart to make modifications to UPB device 
configuration. When complete and UPStart terminates, the URC system regains the connection and operates 
as usual. 

##end## 


